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HOMO and LUMO simulations on PCBM with multiple defects
Comparison of HOMO-LUMO simulation methods
The HOMO and LUMO levels were calculated with three different methods: (i) delta SCF (see main text); (ii) taking the Kohn-Sham orbitals; (iii) taking the Kohn-Sham orbital for the HOMO and KohnSham HOMO plus the first excitation energy from TD-DFT for the LUMO. All the calculations are done with Gaussian 09, at the B3LYP level of theory with the 6-31g* basis set. The Kohn-Sham orbitals are obtained from a single point energy calculation on the optimised structure. The TD-DFT calculation yields the excitation energies and the first of these is taken to be added to the Kohn-Sham HOMO energy to obtain the LUMO energy.
The levels were also calculated for PCBM with multiple defects: two epoxide defects, one epoxide and one carbonyl defect, and one epoxide and two carbonyl defects. All defects lower the LUMO level and have a small effect on the HOMO level.
The numbering of the position of a PCBM molecule are shown below:
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Solar cell J-V curve simulations
Both the dark and illuminated solar cell J-V curves were simulated using a commercially available driftdiffusion solver called Advanced Semiconductor Analysis (ASA) [https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-materials-research/article/optical-andelectrical-modeling-of-thinfilm-silicon-solar-cells/BF97415DB87ACB26ACD99B9FBB32C7B6]. For the illuminated devices, a constant generation rate was chosen to match the current density of the experimental curves when a band gap of 1.4 eV was used. With the presence of a deep Gaussian electron trap level, recombination of trapped electrons and free holes was used along with direct band-to-band recombination. The choice of electron band mobility, Gaussian trap level and Gaussian density was chosen based on the mean values of the SCLC fitting results. 
Charge extraction simulations
The excess charge-carrier density obtained from charge extraction (CE) measurements were simulated by subtracting the total charge-carrier density at V oc under varying illumination by the total chargecarrier density at V = 0 V in the dark. The total charge-carrier density is here the sum of the average values of the electrons densities, hole densities, trap densities and surface charge densities (assuming that enough time has passed that all trapped charge carriers have thermally escaped and are extracted at the contacts).
V OC reconstruction from charge extraction (CE) and transient photovoltage (TPV) measurements
The charge density VS V OC data from CE was fitted with the exponential function:
The lifetime VS V OC data from TPV was fitted with the exponential function:
The lifetime of the charge generated by the TPV pulse, , can be related to the lifetime of the total Δ charge n by the relationship:
Therefore:
At open circuit, the generation and recombination currents are equal: Supplementary Figure 12 Normalised electroluminescence spectra of devices containing only pure PCBM or only pure PCDTBT. Both emissions occur at higher energies than the charge transfer emission recorded in devices containing PCDTBT:PCBM blends. Figure 13 Normalised electroluminescence (EL) and absolute external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra of PCDTBT:PCBM devices containing increasing amounts of photo-oxidised PCBM (O-PCBM). The quantum efficiency data that could be directly collected on our EQE instrument is represented by solid lines (down to about 1.5 eV), while the EQE data below 1.5 eV was obtained from the EL data, after dividing by the black body photon flux and multiplying by a pre-factor to match with the absolute EQE data.
Detailed balance method to calculate voltage losses
The maximum voltage achievable in a solar cell is limited by unavoidable radiative recombination. In the radiative limit, where absorption and emission quantum efficiencies are equal, the maximum voltage achievable can be related to the electroluminescence quantum efficiency ( ).
The is a function of the electroluminescence photo flux and the injection current density:
From the ideal diode equation, we can deduce the open circuit voltage in the radiative limit at open circuit (ideality factor = 1, only radiative recombination):
Assuming no losses at short circuit (SC):
The saturation current in the radiative limit can be calculated from the electroluminescence quantum efficiency ( ).
0,
= ∫ ( ) ( ) As our electroluminescence system could not measure an absolute value of electroluminescence photon flux, was obtained by matching the EL data to the calibrated EQE data, by multiplying them by a pre-factor.
Supplementary Table 8
Voltage values calculated for PCDTBT:PCBM devices with increasing fractions of photo-oxidised PCBM (O-PCBM). V OC,SQ : Schokley-Queisser limit to V OC ; V OC,rad : radiative limit to V OC , measured using EQE-EL; V OC : measured using a solar simulator; ΔV OC,abs : voltage losses due to nonideal absorption (EQE < 1 above the band gap energy and sloped absorption edge); ΔV OC,non-rad : voltage losses due to non-radiative recombination only. 
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